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Abstract—By exploiting the ever-expanding amount of data on
smart devices and transforming it to meaningful information, it
may be possible to uniquely identify a person via user behavior
while interacting with their own smart devices. In previous works,
identification of users via biometric properties such as fingerprint,
iris has been successfully employed to increase the security
of access. However, with the popularity of social networks,
identification based on behavior over social networks is emerging
as a novel concept. In this paper, We use real traces of data
collected over several months. The feature set used in the paper
includes location of users, their data usage, number of sessions
and session duration for Facebook, Linkedin, WhatsApp, Skype
and Twitter applications. The collected feature set is aggregated
over time and analyzed using machine learning techniques.
Index Terms—Behaviometrics; Continuous authenticatino sociability; Mobile computing

I. I NTRODUCTION

Figure 1: TrackMaison framework architecture and application functionality

With the proliferation of smartphones and popularity of
social network services (SNS), studying human behavior while
they are interacting with their smartphones has been taken into Linkedin, Skype, Twitter and WhatsApp, location of users and
consideration [1]. With mobile social networks, users can share their Wi-Fi data usage.
their interest contents, looking for their desire contents, connect
with other people and so on. By increasing the popularity
II. S YSTEM D ESIGN
of mobile social networks, these frameworks have captured
considerable amount of information about users’ behavior that
The proposed framework is based on TrackMaison framepreviously was not reachable. According to [2], these user data work [6]. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the proposed
could be categorized into 6 different types; 1) Service data, framework. The framework consists of two main components:
2) Disclosed data, 3) Entrusted data, 4) Incidental data, 5) the frond-end android application which is mainly responsible
Behavioral data and 6) Derived data. In this demo project we for monitoring and capturing user data and the back-end
study behavioral data of users while they are interacting with behaviometric cloud server which is in charge of storing, mining
their mobile social networks and use this type of data to analyze and learning the data.
user identification based on social interactions. Traditional
biometric-based user identification relies on the biometrics of A. TrackMaison Front-End
a person such as fingerprint [3], iris [4], face [5] and so on.
It performs recognition to allow access to a certain person
The frond-end application is exclusively responsible for
or group of persons which is usually one-time and requires rolling up spatiotemporal information about social network
repeated interaction for validation of identities. On the other services which is used on mobile devices. Moreover, the
hand, continuous authentication is based on recognition of user application also periodically monitoring users’ location for our
behavior and contextual patterns. In order to achieve this goal, future aim which is to have the behaviometric framework and
we apply behaviometrics referring to the behavior of a user the app communicates with the server through REST commands.
which in our case this corresponds to mobile users’ activities The application is developed using Java for Android and works
on the most popular online social networks including Facebook, on Android versions 5.0 and above.

Figure 3: Biometric authentication probability under DBSCAN algorithm for sample user

Figure 2: TrackMaison Application UI

(sociability rate and sociability factor), analyzing the data
based on defined sociability models, normalizing the data and
learning from the data. The server is also in charge of sending
back the identification results along with the sociability rates
to the mobile app.
1) Server specification and functionality: The proposed
server is based on LAMP stack consists of open source software
including Linux, Apache, MySQL and PHP. Since the ingress
data flow is continuous at the back-end of TrackMaison, the
server is equipped with on-demand analysis of incoming data
as shown in Figure 1. In more details, upon receiving the JSON
session file from the frond-end application, the server decodes
the JSON file and stores the data. Following that, the stored
data is sent to analysis module for the mining procedure using
Python. The normalized data is then stored in the server and
upon receiving the normalized data, the server initiates the
connection to the application and sends the normalized data
back to the users’ smartphone. Below is the explanation of the
sociability rate and sociability factor metrics.

1) Social Network Services Monitoring: TrackMaison reaps
the usage data of the five SNSs. The app runs in the background
and monitors usage services by built-in monitoring capability
available in an Android operating system. As showed in Fig. 1
the data collection is stored in JSON format. The app stores
the data in sessions where each session contains three essential
• Social Activity Rate: It refers to the amount of data that is
parts: the duration of the session, the amount of data used
consumed by a user using social networking apps. The rate
during the session, and the initial location of the session. The
is normalized by considering the data from all participants
duration of the session refers to the duration from when one
in the TrackMaison platform. To do that, we defined four
of the the social network applications opens until it closes
metrics naming instantaneous, short term, overall and
again. The amount of data used is the amount of cellular or
normalized social activity rate. The instantaneous rate
Wi-Fi data consumed by the social network service application.
refers to the amount of data at each session where the
As observed in Fig. 2the app provides the total data used by
short term representing the amount of data in a daily
each application visually in time granularity of hourly, daily,
bases. The weighted sum of consecutive short term social
weekly and monthly. Also thanks to the Google map API, a
activity rates provide the overall social activity rate and
map displaying the most recent location where the session was
this is normalized by the maximum social activity rate in
created.
pool of active users.
2) Continuous Location Monitoring: The TrackMaison
• Sociability Factor: It refers to the amount of time that users
front-end application also is equipped with the capability of
spend on social networking applications It is calculated
monitoring the users’ location periodically (every 5 minutes).
again by the four metrics of instantaneous, short term,
The location information will send to the server for further
overall and normalized Sociability Factor.
analyses. The feature is set to update the location within 30 A sample result is shown in Fig 3 which indicates an
meters distance in minimum.
identification performance by our platform for a random user
under the DBSCAN algorithm. At the end of the training
B. TrackMaison back-end
period, the authentication error probability for the users
The back-end server is a local cloud behaviometric server is below 0.1%. This stands for the case where biometric
which is responsible to listen to the app messages always and authentication is triggered. A performance metric, namely
acts toward the message appropriately. The server is in charge the authentication error probability is defined in order to
of storing the session data, modeling the sociability metrics evaluate the disruption probability of continuous authentication

of users on connected mobile devices. This corresponds to the
situation when user behavior on social network applications
has been identified as an anomaly so the back-end server sends
a biometric authentication triggering signal to the front-end
device. Hence we use the biometric authentication probability
and authentication error probability interchangeably.
III. S UMMARY
Identification of users is critical for providing access and preventing unauthorized access to restricted systems. Traditional
identification technologies rely on human biometrics and they
are repeated for each access request. As the growth in personal
device usage steadily continuing, rich amount of data collected
from those devices may as well be used for identification
purposes. We present a mobile platform framework to monitor
the usage of five social networking services on mobile smart
devices. We use real traces of data collected over several
months. The feature set used in the paper includes location
of users, their data usage, number of sessions and session
duration for Facebook, Linkedin, WhatsApp, Skype and Twitter
applications. The proposed framework monitors the user data,
trains the classifier and identifies users with high accuracy.
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